An atomistic simulation scheme for modeling crystal formation from solution.
We present an atomistic simulation scheme for investigating crystal growth from solution. Molecular-dynamics simulation studies of such processes typically suffer from considerable limitations concerning both system size and simulation times. In our method this time-length scale problem is circumvented by an iterative scheme which combines a Monte Carlo-type approach for the identification of ion adsorption sites and, after each growth step, structural optimization of the ion cluster and the solvent by means of molecular-dynamics simulation runs. An important approximation of our method is based on assuming full structural relaxation of the aggregates between each of the growth steps. This concept only holds for compounds of low solubility. To illustrate our method we studied CaF2 aggregate growth from aqueous solution, which may be taken as prototypes for compounds of very low solubility. The limitations of our simulation scheme are illustrated by the example of NaCl aggregation from aqueous solution, which corresponds to a solute/solvent combination of very high salt solubility.